
 

 
QUOTES FROM LETTERS RECEIVED FROM :-    ZEOCLERE 30 USERS. 
 
  

‘The Inn’ a Best Western Hotel - USA                                 

 ......... just want to send you our compliments on 

 the fine result since we have been using Zeoclere-30. 

 

Welbro Construction - USA 

 The Zeoclere filter media performed better 

 than advertised. 

 

Sarasota YMCA - USA 

 .............. worked with pools for 22 years, heavy bathing 

 loads create cloudy water but this is not the case with  

 Zeoclere.  This stuff is great - in fact probably the 

 biggest break through I’ve yet seen. 

 

The Rank Organisation - UK. 

 Despite a superb Summer, which resulted in a very 

 high level of bathers, the amount of Chlorine used in 

 the pool did not in fact increase as would generally 

 have been expected. 

 

Aquabuild, Godstone, Surrey - UK. 

 We have been using Zeoclere now for four years, with 

 great success. We can envisage the industry changing totally 

 to this method of filtration.                

 have been expected. 

 

Falcoln Pools, Chertsey, Surrey - UK 

 We are now offering Zeoclere as the alternative to 

 sand. 

 

 Fareham Leisure Centre - UK 

 My only regret, the main pool was not switched over              They did…. 

 to Zeoclere at the same time as the teaching pool -             main pool changing 

 we shall be doing so! -Jan 1995.                                              November 2001 

 

Purely Pools - UK 

 .....we have now changed several pool filters over to 

 Zeoclere 30 with excellent results. The Chlorine usage 

 is reduced by approximately 40% - the water is crystal 

 clear. 

 

David Lloyd Leisure, UK 

 Water conditions and quality greatly improved over sand. We are 

 changing a number of our Centres over to Zeoclere with great success. 
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Department of the Army USA 

 “I want to personally thank you for the outstanding  

 product you have provided for our pools at Fort Carson”. 

 

The Club, Abu Dhabi - Report by Distributor 

of Zeoclere. 

 The Club Manager is highly delighted and showed me 

 the daily report which is a credit to both Zeoclere and 

 the Club. 

 

John Fowler, Swimming Pool Consultant TD, FCIOB, FISPE, MBAE, ACL arb ...  

 With Zeoclere 30 I have reduced the output on my  

 Lecronator  from 2/3 down to 1 ... the water clarity 

 is perfect. 

 

Neptune Benson, Florida  USA 

            After months of research and testing, pleased to 

            report:-  clarity improved, chemical use reduced - turbidity 

            permeate less .... we look forward to much success 

            with this fine product. 

 

ABCS, Chatham, Kent - UK. 

 For the aquatic market covering hobbyist fish through 

 to lobster farms, we always recommend Zeoclere. 

  

Adanced Pool Services, Gloucester, England. 

 The need to ensure water quality and reduction in 

 maintenance and general costs is greatly assisted by the 

 installation of Zeoclere - we recommend it. 

 

Zeneca Biocides UK 

 Tests prove Z30 adsorbed significant amounts 

 of ammonia - the pool ran well with good clarity 

 and bather comfort reported.  

 

Dragons Health Club (UK)           
               Membership has quadrupled over the last 4 years. I couldn’t  

               ever relax, as it was always a fight to control the quality of the water.            

               We were recommended to change to Zeoclere by a number of experts. 

               One of my better decisions!! 
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Ouray Hotsprings Pool - Outdoor Pool, USA 

 Before Zeoclere we had discoloured water. Since we 
 added Z30 our water is clear-the best thing we have ever had.   



      

 

Eagle Rock School, Estes Park CO. USA 

 Our chemical usage has been reduced by 30% and  

 water quality is much better.     

 

Hockmock YMCA, North Attleborough, MA, USA 

 People are commenting that our pool has never looked better!   

 

Barracuda Swimming Club, Nassau 

 We are pleased with the performance of Zeoclere-30 in our filtration 

 system and recommend its use to pool owners and operators.  NEW 

 

Royal Bahamian Resort & Spa.  

 This product has made tremendous improvements in the visibility 

 and clarity in the water. It decreases overall maintenance costs. 

 NEW         

 

The Pilot School, Wilmington, DE, USA 

 Water quality is fantastic and we’re only backwashing 

 once a month! It is the best water enhancer we’ve ever 

 had. This stuff is great, I can’t say enough good things about it.  

 

Upper Main Line YMCA, Berwyn, PA, USA 

 We had a terrible chloramine problem before purchasing Zeoclere, now 

 the smell of chlorine is non-existent. Its wonderful,  its terrific, its magic.  

 

Fairfax County Public Schools, Vienna, VA, USA 

 Our water is much clearer and its much easier to keep water balance in range.   

  

Council Rock High School, town, PA, USA 

 We used to have problems with cloudiness now the water is very clear. 

    

Golden Community Centre, Goldon, CO. USA 

 The air and water quality has improved greatly. 

 We are definitely backwashing less often.   

 

Canoe River Campground, East Mansfield, MA, USA 

 We no longer have a staining problem from the minerals in our make up water. 

 

Buckingham Pools, Kenilworth - UK 

 We have switched a number of commercial installations 

 to Zeoclere and rather like the Regeneration Contracts. 
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Tel Hai Retirement Community, Honeybrook, PA, USA 

 We used to have chemical problems but not anymore.  

 

Town Athletic Club, town, PA, USA 

 We’re using less chemicals and the air quality is better.    



        

Nazareth YMCA, Nazareth, PA, USA 

 Our water is clearer, we’re not backwashing as often and we 

 have a reduction of odour and chloramines.    

 

McDermott’s Fitness Centre, West Chester, PA, USA. 

 Reduced chloramines and an increased flow rate, great product.    

  

Boyertown YMCA, Boyertown, PA, USA 

 Backwashing and super-chlorination has been reduced by 

 50%. We will more than pay for our investment in 2 

 years with just the savings indicated in water and sewage usage.    
 

Miami Tanks (filters) USA 

 While filtering with Zeoclere, we have noticed the 

 following conditions:  Chlorine odour has disappeared, 

 chemical consumption has reduced, water clarity has 

              improved - all this and longer duration between  

 backwashing. We recommend Zeoclere 30. 
 

 

 
  ZEOCLERE 30 HAS NSF 50 CERTIFICATION FOR USE IN POOLS AND SPAS. 

  ZEOCLERE 30 HAS NSF 61 CERTIFICATION FOR DRINKING WATER. 

  THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT’S DWI APPROVAL FOR USE IN PUBLIC POOLS. 

   US  GSA APPROVAL FOR USE IN AMERICAN MILITARY POOLS WORLDWIDE 

  ZEOCLERE 30 HAS NSF 50 -3 CERTIFICATION FOR TURBIDITY-PASSED.                   
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